We report the in-plane microwave surface impedance of a high quality single crystal of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br. In the superconducting state, we find three independent signatures of d-wave pairing: i) a strong, linear temperature dependence of superfluid density; ii) deep in the superconducting state the quasiparticle scattering rate Γ ∼ T 3 ; and iii) no BCS coherence peak is observed in the quasiparticle conductivity. Above Tc, the Kadowaki-Woods ratio and the temperature dependence of the in-plane conductivity show that the normal state is a Fermi liquid below 23 K, yet resilient quasiparticles dominate the transport up to 50 K.
It has been widely argued that the doped Mott insulator describes the essential physics of the cuprates.
1 Similarly, the physics of the κ-(ET) 2 X salts (ET is an abbreviation of BEDT-TTF) appears to be connected to the bandwidth-controlled Mott transition.
2 Thus, it is essential to identify and understand the important similarities and differences between these two classes of quasi-twodimensional superconductor. In both the cuprates and the κ-(ET) 2 X salts, the superconducting critical temperature is only two orders of magnitude smaller than the Fermi temperature; in this sense, both are high temperature superconductors.
A broad consensus that the cuprates are d -wave superconductors was quickly reached. [3] [4] [5] [6] However, the nature of the pairing state of the κ-(ET) 2 X salts has taken longer to understand due to the lack of a "smoking gun" experiment. 7, 8 Early on there was clear evidence for singlet pairing. [9] [10] [11] [12] This, and the low symmetry of the organics, limits the pairing symmetry to be either s-wave (A 1g representation of the D 2h point group) or d -wave (B 2g ). 13 Early heat capacity experiments suggested swave pairing, 14, 15 but more recent low temperature data points to d -wave pairing. 16 Measurements of the NMR relaxation rate support unconventional pairing. [9] [10] [11] [12] Disorder studies show a reduction in T c with increasing scattering 17, 18 but, for larger scattering rates, the suppression of T c is less than expected for non-s-wave superconductors.
Attempts to locate the nodes expected in a d -wave superconductor have not yet yielded a simple picture. The in-plane thermal conductivity shows a four-fold angular variation with minima at 45
• to the crystal axes; 19 whereas when a magnetic field is rotated in the plane both the heat capacity 20 and the millimetre wave absorption 21 have minima when the field is aligned with the crystal axes. At first sight these results seem contradictory, but both experiments are extremely difficult to interpret 22 and a complicated phase diagram could occur as a function of field strength and temperature.
20,22
Nevertheless, as this has not yet been observed, these measurements have not yet settled the pairing symmetry. There have also been attempts to directly image the gap via scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).
23 Some care is needed with the interpretation of these experiments as the coherence peaks, the key feature of a superconducting gap, are not observed. Thus a "V-shaped" differential conductance does not necessarily indicate dwave superconductivity; similar differential conductances are also found in similar measurements of conventional superconductors with surfaces dirty enough to suppress the coherence peaks. 24 However, the observation 23 of a zero-bias conductance piece is consistent with the presence of Andreev bound states that might emerge on a rough surface of an unconventional superconductor.
Measurements of London penetration depth and superfluid density, which directly probe the superconducting quasiparticle spectrum, have further complicated the picture. Several early studies reported data consistent with a nodeless s-wave state. [25] [26] [27] On the other hand, a particularly high-resolution study found evidence of low energy excitations, 28 but obtained an anomalous T 3/2 temperature dependence of the superfluid density. However, the interpretation of these experiments was complicated by their inability to measure the absolute penetration depth. Critically, no measurement to date has reported the linear temperature dependence of in-plane superfluid density expected for a clean d-wave superconductor.
In this paper we use microwave surface 
We observe a strong, linear temperature dependence of ρ s , providing clear evidence of nodes in the energy gap consistent with d-wave pairing. The measurements also provide access to the quasiparticle conductivity, σ 1 , from which we extract the quasiparticle scattering rate, Γ, and the in-plane normal-state resistivity, ρ . It is important to note that most previous measurements of resistivity in κ-(ET) 2 Cu[N(CN) 2 ]Br have been measured perpendicular to the highly conducting planes due to difficulties in obtaining properly calibrated in-plane resistivity data. [29] [30] [31] By providing some of the first reliable measurements of this quantity, the microwave experiment also allows us to perform important tests of dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) [32] [33] [34] and of the predicted Kadowaki-Woods ratio in these materials.
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Single crystals of κ-(ET) 2 Cu[N(CN) 2 ]Br were grown by controlled electrocrystallization in a dichloromethane solution containing 8% (vol.) ethanol. 36 Low current densities (0.03-0.21 µA·cm −2 ) and a three-compartment cell were employed to produce high quality single crystals.
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Crystal growth took ∼ 5 weeks and the high quality of the crystals was confirmed by x-ray crystallography.
Surface impedance measurements were carried out at ω/2π = 19.6 GHz using the TE 061 mode of a rutile dielectric resonator and are plotted in Fig. 1 . The measurement system was a dilution-refrigerator-based variant of that described in Ref. 38 , in which the rutile resonator was mounted inside a superconducting enclosure. A small, platelet single crystal of κ-(ET) 2 Cu[N(CN) 2 ]Br, measuring 0.5 mm×0.5 mm×0.1 mm, was attached to one end of a high-purity silicon rod using a small quantity of vacuum grease. During the experiment it was positioned inside the microwave resonator with the microwave H field applied perpendicular to the conducting layers, to induce in-plane screening currents. The other end of the silicon rod was connected to a temperaturecontrolled stage outside the microwave resonator, allowing sample temperature to be varied in the range 0.075 K to 30 K independently of the resonator temperature, which was kept fixed at 1.6 K during the course of the measurements. At the beginning of the experiment, the sample was cooled slowly from room temperature at a maximum rate of 1 K/minute.
Temperature-dependent changes in the sample surface impedance were inferred by cavity perturbation from changes in the resonant frequency, f 0 , and bandwidth, f B , of the rutile resonator as the temperature of the sample was varied with respect to base temperature: ∆R s + i∆X s = β(∆f B /2 − i∆f 0 ). Here β is a resonator constant that depends on the geometry of the sample and /2 = 19.6 GHz the spatial structure of the TE 061 mode. In our experiment β was determined empirically using a PbSn replica sample of known surface resistance, to an accuracy of better than 5%. The determination of absolute X s is closely related to the determination of absolute penetration depth: X s ≈ ωµλ L . Here we employ a normalstate matching technique that works as follows: above T c , the normal-state microwave conductivity is predominantly real implying R s (T ) ≈ X s (T ); this condition is imposed and the absolute reactance determined by adding a temperature-independent offset to the ∆X s (T ) data, as shown in Fig. 1 . The R s (T ) and X s (T ) data match very well from T c to 30 K. This provides an important consistency check, confirming that contributions from thermal expansion and interlayer currents are negligible. Note that in these measurements we have not been able to directly measure the residual surface resistance of the sample, R s (0): only ∆R s (T ), its change with temperature. However, the resulting uncertainty in absolute X s should be negligible (R s (0) X s (0)), and the relative error in superfluid density should be small (δρ
1). The effect of uncertainties in R s (0) on the microwave conductivity is more substantial, and is shown in the inset of Fig 1. From Z s we obtain the complex conductivity, σ = σ 1 − iσ 2 , using the local electrodynamic expression σ = iωµ 0 /Z 2 s . This relation applies when electronic length scales such as in-plane mean free path, , and coherence length, ξ, are much less than electromagnetic penetration depths, a limit that is satisfied at all but the lowest temperatures in κ-(ET) 2 Cu[N(CN) 2 ]Br 39 . The superfluid density is obtained from the imaginary part of the conductivity using ρ s ≡ 1/λ 2 L = ωµ 0 σ 2 and is plotted in Fig. 2 . We note that our measurement technique, in which we use the normal-state surface impedance as a reference, is able to make an absolute determination of X s . This means that the superfluid density is obtained with very little uncertainty in λ 0 , eliminating spurious curvature that can be present in ρ s (T ) when only ∆λ(T ) is measured. As seen in Fig. 2 
41 This is the expected behaviour for an order parameter with line nodes in 3D or point nodes in 2D, and is strong evidence for d-wave pairing symmetry in κ-(ET) 2 Cu[N(CN) 2 ]Br. At the lowest temperatures there is some slight rounding in ρ s (T ), which we fit using a linear-to-quadratic crossover formula, obtaining a crossover temperature T 0 = 0.52 K. While such behaviour is consistent with d-wave superconductivity in the presence of a small density of strongscattering impurities, 42,43 the inferred value of T 0 is also close to where we expect a crossover to nonlocal electrodynamics in the superfluid density, 44 something that is an intrinsic consequence of the nodal structure of a dwave superconductor and must therefore be present in this temperature range.
From the surface reactance data we obtain a zero temperature penetration depth λ 0 = 3220Å, corresponding to a superfluid density that is 4 to 40 times larger than previously reported. [26] [27] [28] [29] [47] [48] [49] [50] Since this amounts to a substantial revision, it is critical that we check its validity. The principle measurement uncertainties in λ arise from the surface impedance scale factor and the normal-state matching technique used to determine absolute reactance. In the latter case, we are helped by the fact that the normal-state skin depth at 19.6 GHz is only five times larger than the zero temperature penetration depth, meaning that the relative error in matching is not multiplied by a large factor when transferred to the relative error in λ 0 . An important test comes from using λ 0 to estimate the quasiparticle effective mass, m * = ne 2 µ 0 λ To the extent that discrepancies with our measurement are significant, we note that Fermi surface anisotropy acts to decrease m * relative to m * th and m c . 55 Another consistency check comes from using our data to predict the expected location of the Kosterlitz-Thouless-Berezinskii vortex-unbinding transition. [56] [57] [58] [59] This is carried out in Fig. 2 , where we plot the intersection of ρ s (T ) with the vortex-unbinding line, along which the 2D superfluid density ρ
The relatively high value of superfluid density inferred from our measurements means that vortex unbind-ing should occur very close to T c . We observe upward curvature of ρ s (T ) in this vicinity, consistent with the superfluid density becoming frequency dependent as the sample enters the vortex-plasma regime, an effect that is prominent in cuprates. 60, 61 A similar analysis carried out on previously published data, [26] [27] [28] [29] [47] [48] [49] [50] in which ρ s (T ) is 4 to 40 times smaller, predicts vortex unbinding in the range 3 to 8 K. This is not observed. Finally, our data have recently been shown to be consistent 62 with the Homes scaling law 63 relating superfluid density to the product of normal-state conductivity and T c .
The real part of the microwave conductivity is plotted in the inset of Fig. 1 . As shown, the low temperature form of σ 1 (T ) is sensitive to R s (T → 0), but the higher temperature behaviour is largely unaffected. This means that the initial rise in σ 1 (T ) on cooling through T c is a robust observation and it implies a rapid drop in quasiparticle scattering on entering the superconducting state, which we plot in Fig. 3 . Similar behaviour was originally observed in the cuprate superconductors 64, 65 and has subsequently been seen in materials such as the heavy fermion system CeCoIn 5 .
66, 67 The absence of a BCS coherence peak in σ 1 (T ) immediately below T c provides further confirmation of non-s-wave pairing.
To examine the scattering dynamics more closely, we extract the quasiparticle scattering rate, Γ(T ), using a two-fluid model for the complex conductivity,
, in which the superfluid and normal fractions satisfy the sum rule f s + f n = 1 and ω p = c/λ 0 is the plasma frequency.
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From this, Γ(T ) = ω[σ 2 (0)−σ 2 (T )]/σ 1 (T ). Note that the expression for Γ is a ratio of conductivities, and is therefore insensitive to uncertainties in surface-impedance calibration. The scattering rate data are plotted in Fig. 3 . At T c , the scattering rate is several times the thermal energy, similar to the situation in optimally doped cuprates 69 and CeCoIn 5 . 66,67,70 On cooling through T c , Γ(T ) drops rapidly, indicating that the spectrum of fluctuations responsible for inelastic scattering is of electronic origin, in contrast to the phonon fluctuations of a conventional metal. At lower temperatures, Γ(T )
This behaviour is characteristic of nodal quasiparticles undergoing large-momentum-transfer scattering processes, either due to the exchange of antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations, 71, 72 or from direct, shortrange repulsion. 73, 74 Interestingly, the energy threshold for exciting Umklapp processes appears to be small, 73 suggesting that the gap nodes are separated by approximately a reciprocal lattice vector.
Because of the low (D 2h ) point group symmetry of κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu[N(CN) 2 ]Br crystals the above results give us significant insights into the details of the pairing symmetry. For such anisotropic crystals it is generally assumed that the nodes of the order parameter are perpendicular to the highly conducting planes. If this is the case, then there are only two possible irreducible representations to which the order parameter can belong: A 1g or B 2g . 
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must be accidental and therefore the system can lower its energy by admixing an 's-wave' component. We find no signatures of this (in particular there is no coherence peak in the conductivity) suggesting that the order parameter does not belong to the trivial representation. It must therefore transform as the B 2g representation, with nodes along the a and c crystallographic axes. This is often referred to as d xy pairing in the experimental literature, but as d x 2 −y 2 pairing in the theoretical literature, as the most widely studied anisotropic triangular lattice models have their unit cells rotated with respect to the crystallographic unit cell.
8
Above T c , microwave measurements provide a contactless measurement of the in-plane resistivity, ρ = 1/σ 1 .
29 Properly calibrated measurements of ρ are difficult to make by conventional means in the κ-(ET) 2 X compounds, due to their large electrical anisotropy.
30,31
From the new microwave data, a number of key quantities can now be extracted. In addition, we can perform a test of DMFT, which provides a powerful framework for understanding the normal state of organic superconductors. 8, [32] [33] [34] For these materials, DMFT predicts two well-separated temperature scales. T MIR is defined by the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit, i.e., where equals a lattice constant or k
Br is a 'bad metal', characterised by the absence of quasiparticles. Below a second temperature scale, T FL < T MIR , the electrons form a Fermi liquid. In the intermediate regime, T FL < T < T MIR , DMFT predicts that, although there is not a true Fermi liquid, the quasiparticles are resilient and continue to dominate the transport.
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To test these predictions, ρ (T ) is plotted vs. T 2 in the upper inset of Fig. 3 , showing that quadratic temperature dependence, a key signature of a Fermi liquid, is indeed observed. The straight-line fit shows ρ (T ) = ρ 0 + A T 2 , with ρ 0 = 43 µΩcm and A = 0.211 µΩcm/K 2 . The magnitude of ρ (T ) further confirms that the low temperature metallic state is indeed a Fermi liquid. The value of the A coefficient can be compared with a recent prediction of the Kadowaki-Woods ratio in strongly correlated 2D local Fermi liquids (the state predicted by DMFT for T < T FL 23 K):
Here n = 1.21 × 10 21 cm −3 is the electron density 46, 51, 52 and d = 15Å is the interlayer spacing. 46 It has been confirmed that this formula is accurate to within a factor of 2 over a wide range of strongly correlated layered metals.
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For γ = 22 − 28 mJ/mol·K 214,16,53 Equation (1) predicts that A = 0.09 − 0.14 µΩ·cm/K 2 , which agrees with our measured value to within the known accuracy of the theory. Previous contactful measurements found that A 20µΩ·cm/K 2 ; 75 such a large value suggests that these measurements may be contaminated by the much larger interlayer resistance. Thus, we conclude that our results represent an accurately calibrated measurement of the inplane resistivity of κ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu[N(CN) 2 ]Br. Using the standard expression of resistivity in a 2D metal, ρ = hd/e 2 k F , we find k F ≈ 50 immediately above T c , decreasing to 15 by 30 K. Extrapolating to higher T , we estimate that k F = 1 for T ≈ 60 K, in accord with the DMFT prediction [32] [33] [34] and previous experimental estimates. 8 Overall, our measurements give a detailed picture of behaviour of electrons in κ-(ET) 2 Cu[N(CN) 2 ]Br. Measurements of the quasiparticle scattering rate allow for key tests of DMFT and the unified theory of the Kadowaki-Woods ratio in this material. The consistency with these models confirms that the strong electronic correlations central to the normal state of these materials are accurately described by these theories. In the superconducting state we have provided three clear pieces of evidence that d -wave pairing is realised: the linear temperature dependence of the superfluid density; the absence of a BCS conductivity coherence peak; and the T 3 dependence of the quasiparticle scattering rate. The microwave measurements therefore remove the ambiguities arising from previous measurements of the penetration depth and represent an important contribution to the emerging consensus of d-wave pairing symmetry in κ-(ET) 2 Cu[N(CN) 2 ]Br.
Note added : Recently, we learned of related results reported independently. 
